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CollinsÂ . A: A PDF is not a Microsoft Word document; the semantics of a PDF don't match what you
expect a word document to be like. You would be better off using a Word processor like LibreOffice
to convert the text into a document that Word can understand. * `table` {ReactElement} A table
element. * `schema` {?Object} Properties describing the table schema. * `columns` {?Array.} An
array of column elements, one for each column in the table. * `style` {Object} Object containing

styles to apply to the table. * `pagination` {boolean|Object} Pagination settings. If `true`, pagination
is enabled. * `pageSize` {number} Number of rows to show in each page. * `onPageChange`

{function} Function called when there is a change in the current page. Takes the page index as the
only parameter. * `load` {function} Function to be called when the data is loaded. Takes the page
index as the only parameter. * `error` {function} Function called when there is an error loading the

table. * `history` {ReactState} The `history` prop is used to persist the route history, and set it when
the route changes. It only needs to be set in a ``, but a router that does not support history won't
update it. The `route` prop is used to get the current route. It will take a `history` or `hash` string

argument, which it will set to the URL. It's useful to use for things like conditional routing, which can
take advantage of it. ## Example ```javascript const Posts = ({ post, history }) => (

{history.location.pathname.includes('posts')? ( Back to All
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